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JUSTICE COMMITTEE 
 
DEFAMATION AND MALICIOUS PUBLICATIONS (SCOTLAND) BILL 
 
SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH PEN (PART 2) 
 
Here is Scottish PEN’s line-by-line analysis of the bill introduced to the Parliament in 
December 2019. 
 
GREEN - Addition of text at our request 
RED - Required edits, omissions or queries 
 
1. Actionability of defamatory statements 
 
(4)(a) a statement about a person is defamatory if it causes serious harm to the 
person’s 
reputation (that is, if it tends to lower the person’s reputation in the estimation of 
ordinary persons), 
 
NOTE - This amendment maintains a consistent threshold of serious harm 
throughout the bill to avoid confusion and add clarity. Including it here adds the 
threshold to the definition of defamation that will be used 
 
2. Prohibition on public authorities bringing proceedings 
 
(3) But, where the person – 
 

(a) Is a non-natural person which – 
 

(i) Has as its primary purpose trading for profit, or 
(ii) Is a charity or has purposes consisting only of one or more charitable 
purposes, and 

 
(b) Is not owned or controlled by a public authority 
 
It is not a public authority by reason only of its carrying out functions of a public 
nature from time to time 
 
NOTE - As public bodies are not able to bring actions, this section establishes an 
unequal basis upon which the public, journalists and other watchdogs can scrutinise 
public service delivery and management. If private companies are still able to bring 
defamation actions, they should not be able to when delivering public services to 
ensure they are bound by the same laws that bind public bodies, who deliver and 
manage identical services. 
 
(5) For the avoidance of doubt, nothing in this section prevents an individual from 
bringing defamation proceedings in a personal capacity (as distinct from the 
individual acting in the capacity of an office-holder) 
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(*) For the purpose of subsection (5), public authorities are prevented from 
contributing financial or organisational resources towards proceedings brought by 
individuals in a personal capacity 
 
NOTE - enabling public authorities to financially support private proceedings of 
individuals (i.e. employees, representatives or contractors) significantly weakens the 
principles of the Derbyshire Principle, enabling authorities to use individual 
proceedings as proxies for organisational actions 
 
3. Restriction on proceedings against secondary publishers 
 
(2) In this section, subject to subsections (3) to (5) – 
 
“Author” means the person from whom the statement originated, but does not 
include a person who did not intend the statement to be published, 
 
“Editor” means a person with editorial or equivalent responsibility for the content of 
the statement or the decision to publish it, 
 
“Publisher” means a commercial publisher (that is to say, a person whose business 
is issuing material to the public or to a section of the public) who issues material 
containing the statement in the course of that business. 
 
NOTE - The definition of editor needs to be drawn more narrowly. Outlined in its 
current form, this definition can incorporate secondary publishers and online 
communicators, undermining the nature of this section. 
 
(3) Where a statement is in electronic form, a person is not to be considered the 
editor of the statement if— 
 
(a) Is a non-natural person which – 
 

(i) publishing the same statement or providing a means to access the 
statement (for example a hyperlink) in a manner which does not alter the 
statement, or 
 
(ii) marking the person’s interest in, approval of or disapproval of the 
statement in a manner which does not alter the statement (typically by means 
of a symbol), and 
 

(b) that involvement does not materially increase the harm caused by the publication 
of the statement. 
 
NOTE - While this amendment significantly improves on and addresses criticisms of 
the definition of ‘editor’ as outlined in s.3(2), s.3(3)(a)(i) should be expanded upon to 
outline protections for people who alongside publishing the same statement may 
include text or editorial comment on the link without increasing the harm caused. 
This would protect people who ‘quote retweet’ content, or repost URLs with text 
accompanying it. 
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(4) A person is not to be considered the author, editor or publisher of a statement if 
the person’s involvement with the statement is only – 
 

(e) broadcasting a live programme containing the statement in circumstances 
in which the person has no effective control over the maker of the statement, 
this includes live TV or radio broadcasts, as well as online media including 
online radio and podcasts, and online video broadcasts, vlogs and 
livestreams, 

 
(g) moderating the statement (for example, by removing obscene language, 
correcting typographical errors, monitoring discussion and further comments 
based on the statement without altering the substance of the statement). 
 

NOTE - While the examples offered in this section are not legally binding nor 
exhaustive they can help offer guidelines and support to people viewing the 
legislation so should include examples based on online communication platforms 
and behaviours 
 
(6) The Scottish Ministers may be regulations modify subsections (3) or (4) to add, 
amend or remove activities or methods of disseminating or processing material. 
 
NOTE - Giving Scottish Ministers the power to remove activities from subsections (3) 
and (4) enables them to open up more people to liability in defamation actions. Any 
modification of these subsections should be open to a thorough and transparent 
process and public scrutiny, which could include establishing a higher threshold 
necessary for removing activities from these subsections. 
 
4. Power to specify persons to be treated as publishers 
 
(1) The Scottish Ministers may by regulations specify categories of persons who are 
to be treated as publishers of a statement for the purpose of defamation proceedings 
despite not being— 
 

(a) the author, editor or publisher of the statement as defined in section 3, or 
 

(b) an employee or agent of such a person. 
 
(2) Regulations under subsection (1) may also provide for a defence to defamation 
proceedings for a person who— 
 

(a) is treated as a publisher under such regulations, 
 
(b) did not know and could not reasonably be expected to have known that 
the material which the person disseminated contained a defamatory 
statement, and 
 
(c) satisfies any further conditions specified by the regulations. 
 

(3) Regulations under subsection (1) are subject to the affirmative procedure. 
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(4) Before laying a draft of a Scottish statutory instrument containing regulations 
under subsection (1), the Scottish Ministers must consult such persons as they 
consider appropriate. 
 
NOTE - S.4(2)(c) is very vague and gives Scottish Ministers a significant amount of 
latitude when deciding who falls inside the definitions outlined in s.3 
 
5. Defence of truth 
 
(2) Where defamation proceedings are bought in respect of a statement conveying 
two or more distinct imputations, the defence under subsection (1) does not fail if – 
 

(a) not all [one or more] of the imputations have been shown to be true or 
substantially true, and 

 
(b) having regard to the imputations that have been shown to be true or 
substantially true, publication of the remaining imputations has not caused 
serious harm to the reputation of the pursuer 

 
NOTE - To ensure that this defence is not defeated on a balance between the 
number of imputations which are true, raising potential issues of preponderance that 
obscures the underlying truth of any one imputation “not all” should be replaced with 
“one or more”. 
 
7. Defence of honest opinion 
 
(3) The second condition is that the statement indicated, either in general or specific 
terms, the evidence on which it was based, unless the evidence included is widely 
known (or likely to be known) by ordinary persons 
 
NOTE - Without amendment, this subsection is an excessively onerous condition 
that can restrict publication on issues that are explicitly known by the readership (or 
is likely to be known) and so it should not be required to access this defence that the 
evidence is stated, either in general or specific terms. 
 
(5) The defence fails if the pursuer shows that the defender did not genuinely hold 
the opinion conveyed by the statement. However, the court must make allowances 
for the deployment of different rhetorical devices, such as satire, ‘playing devil’s 
advocate’ or hyperbole, which may mask the opinions held by the defender. 
 
NOTE - Without amendment, this subsection could invalidate the sharing of opinion 
that, while not representing the opinion of the author, utilises rhetorical devices such 
as devil’s advocacy, parody, satire or the sharing of a counter-argument. This sort of 
provocative speech should not fall outside of this defence as it could limit artistic 
speech and homogenise discourse. The existence of such speech does not modify 
the author’s honestly held opinion, only how they express themselves in a published 
statement and so should not prevent the defender from accessing the defence as 
outlined in s. 7. 
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10. Peer-reviewed statement in scientific or academic journal etc 
 
(4) Where the publication of a statement in a scientific or academic journal is 
privileged by virtue of subsection (1), the publication in the same journal of any 
assessment of the statement’s scientific or academic merit is also privileged if— 
 

(a) the assessment was written by one or more of the persons who carried out 
the independent review of the statement, and 

 
(b) the assessment was written in the course of that review 
 

NOTE - s.10 (4) (a) & (b) places undue restrictions on any assessments written 
based on the peer-reviewed content. Subsection (a) prevents assessments, reviews 
or responses being authored by the broader academic or scientific community, which 
is a vital way in which the communities are built and scientific and academic 
research is tested, scrutinised or improved. To this end, other authors should be able 
to respond to the original statement, while still being able to access privilege. Beyond 
this, subsection (b) establishes an onerous process by which the writing of an 
assessment is measured against the timeframe of writing the original statement. It is 
unclear as to why the requirement of simultaneous publication is necessary to 
access the privilege outlined in the section, especially if both are published in the 
same issue of the journal. 
 
13. Offer to make amends 
 
(1) An offer to make amends is an offer made by a person (A) who has published a 
statement which another person (B) alleges is defamatory to make amends to B 
by— 
 
(e) taking such other reasonable steps (if any) as A may propose. 
 
NOTE - Without amendment, this subsection could open up B to disproportionate, 
excessively onerous and costly steps outlined by A, with few protections against the 
offer to make amends being abused. 
 
21. Statements causing harm to business interests 
 
(1) A person (B) may bring proceedings under this section against another person 
(A) where — 
 

(a) A has— 
 

(i) made a false and malicious statement about B’s business or 
business activities, and 
 
(ii) published the statement to a person other than B, and 
 

(b) the statement has caused (or is likely to cause) serious financial loss to B 
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NOTE - Utilising the serious harm threshold as outlined in s.1(2)(b) ensures 
consistency throughout the bill, while also reinforcing the decision to include this new 
threshold in reform i.e. protecting against vexatious actions 
 
22. Statements causing doubt as to title to property 
 
(1) A person (B) may bring proceedings under this section against another person 
(A) where — 
 

(a) A has— 
 

(i) made a false and malicious statement about B’s title to land or other 
property, and 
 
(ii) published the statement to a person other than B, and 
 

(b) the statement has caused (or is likely to cause) serious financial loss to B 
 
NOTE - Utilising the serious harm threshold as outlined in s.1(2)(b) ensures 
consistency throughout the bill, while also reinforcing the decision to include this new 
threshold in reform i.e. protecting against vexatious actions 
 
23. Statements criticising assets 
 
(1) A person (B) may bring proceedings under this section against another person 
(A) where— 
 

(a) A has— 
 

(i) made a false and malicious statement criticising or denigrating the 
quality, condition, use or treatment of assets owned, possessed or 
controlled by B, and 
 
(ii) published the statement to a person other than B, and 
 

(b) the statement has caused (or is likely to cause) serious financial loss to B 
 
NOTE - Utilising the serious harm threshold as outlined in s.1(2)(b) ensures 
consistency throughout the bill, while also reinforcing the decision to include this new 
threshold in reform i.e. protecting against vexatious actions 
 
24. Limit on requirement to show financial loss 
 
A pursuer in proceedings under this Part [is required to] does not need to show 
financial loss if the statement complained of is more likely than not to cause such 
loss. 
 
NOTE - As highlighted in s.1(2) of the bill, the requirement to show serious financial 
loss in an important principle to ensure that the law is not abused by companies 
trading for profit trying to stifle legitimate criticism and so should be incorporated in 
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this part of the reform bill. If this amendment is incorporated into this section, the 
latter half of the section can be removed. 
 
30. Power of court to require removal of a statement etc. 
 
(1) In defamation proceedings or proceedings under Part 2, a court may order— 
 

(a) the operator of a website on which the statement complained of is posted 
to remove the statement, or 

 
(b) any person who was not the author, editor or publisher of the statement to 
stop distributing, selling or exhibiting material containing the statement. 
 

(2) This section does not limit the other powers available to the court in respect of 
the statement or any person who is publishing it. 
 
(3) In this section, “author”, “editor”, and “publisher” are to be construed in 
accordance with section 3. 
 
NOTE - By empowering websites and other platforms to remove the statement prior 
to a court ruling, this section issues punitive actions prior to the ruling of any civil 
wrong. There are a number of remedies that could be deployed, such as the 
requirement of the defender to publish a statement highlighting the ongoing legal 
actions affixed to the statement in question to ensure any reader drawn to the 
statement, potentially by the ongoing legal action, cannot miss information about the 
court proceedings and questions surrounding the statement. 
 
32. Limitation of actions 
 
(3) After subsection (1), insert – 
 
“(1A) Where – 
 

(a) a person publishes a statement to the public or to a section of the public 
(“the first publication”), and 

 
(b) the person subsequently publishes ( whether or not to the public ) the same 
statement or a statement that is substantially the same (“the subsequent 
publication”), any right of action against the person for defamation or under section 
21, 22 or 23 of the 2020 Act in respect of the subsequent publication is to be treated 
as having accrued on the date of the first publication. 
 
NOTE - Unsure of the necessity of this subclause 
 
34. Provision of information society services 
 
(4) Regulations under subsection (1) are subject to the [affirmative] negative 
procedure. 
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NOTE - To remain consistent with the rest of the bill and to ensure there is public 
scrutiny of all decisions made related to the bill by Scottish Ministers, the negative 
procedure should be replaced with the affirmative procedure. 
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Annex: Exemptions for micro-enterprises bringing actions 
 
To supplement our submission to the Justice Committee’s Call for Evidence relating 
to its scrutiny of the Defamation and Malicious Publications (Scotland) Bill, please 
find below draft proposed legislative language for a new section based on the Micro-
Enterprise exemption found in Australian defamation law (Part 2, Division 2, Section 
9 of the Defamation Act 2005), as highlighted by the Scottish Government in their 
public consultation in 2019.  
 
While it is Scottish PEN’s position that private companies should not be able to bring 
defamation actions, this example from Australia demonstrates a way to limit actions 
brought by private companies to micro-enterprises, or companies with fewer than 10 
employees. This will protect small businesses, while preventing the law from being 
abused by larger corporations seeking to stifle public scrutiny and criticism of their 
services, products and business practices. This is not intended to offer the final 
wording for the proposed section, instead to offer an illustration as to how it could be 
incorporated into the draft.  
 
#. Exemptions for micro-enterprises bringing actions 

 
(1) A non-natural person has no right to bring proceedings in relation to the 

publication of a defamatory statement unless it was an excluded corporation 
at the time of the publication.  

 
(2) For the purpose of this section, a non-natural person is a — 
 

(a) private company which has as its primary purpose trading for profit, or 
 
(b) is a charity or has purposes consisting only of one or more charitable 

purposes, and 
 

(3) A non-natural person is an excluded corporation if—  
 

(a) the objects for which it is formed do not include obtaining financial gain 
for its members or employees; or  
 

(b) it employs fewer than 10 persons and is not related to another 
corporation, and the corporation is not a public body.  

 
(4) In counting employees for the purposes of subsection (3)(b), part-time 

employees are to be taken into account as an appropriate fraction of a full-
time equivalent.  
 

(5) Subsection (1) does not affect any cause of action for defamation 
proceedings that an individual associated with a corporation has in relation 
to the publication of a defamatory statement about the individual even if the 
publication also defames the corporation. 

 
 
 

https://www.legislation.sa.gov.au/LZ/C/A/DEFAMATION%20ACT%202005/CURRENT/2005.50.AUTH.PDF
https://www.legislation.sa.gov.au/LZ/C/A/DEFAMATION%20ACT%202005/CURRENT/2005.50.AUTH.PDF
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Annex: Unjustified Threats Mechanism Amendment 
 
As outlined in our submission we are calling for a legal mechanism to protect 

against unjustified threats of legal action to protect against threats being 
brought to stifle public scrutiny and criticism. This amendment has been 
informed by the language in the Intellectual Property (Unjustified Threats) 
Act 2017. 

 
This amendment has been drafted by Scottish PEN, in collaboration with 

Jonathan Price and Clare Duffy, both of Doughty Street Chambers. 
 

 
Amendments to the Defamation and Malicious Publications (Scotland) Bill  
 
 

After Clause 4 
 
Insert the following new Clauses –  
 
5 Unjustified threats of legal proceedings 
 

(1) Subject to clauses (6) to (8), an “unjustified threat of legal proceedings” made 
by any person is actionable by any person aggrieved by the threat. 

  
(2) A communication contains a “threat of legal proceedings”, if a reasonable 

person in the position of a recipient would understand from the communication 
that the sender intends to bring proceedings against another person (whether 
in Scotland or elsewhere) for defamation. 

 
(3) A threat is “unjustified” for these purposes unless the defender shows that the 

sending of the threat was reasonable in all the circumstances.  
 

(4) An “unjustified threat of legal proceedings” encompasses both express threats 
and implied threats. 

 
(5) References in this section to “recipient” refers to a person to whom the 

communication is directed. 
 
6 Actionable threats  
 

(1) Subject to subsections (2) to (4), a threat of defamation proceedings made by 
any person is actionable by the person to whom the threat is made.   

 
(2) A threat is not actionable if– 

(a) the communication, so far as it contains information that relates to 
the threat, is solely made for a permitted purpose, and  

(b) all the information that relates to the threat is information that– 
(i) is necessary and proportionate for that permitted purpose, 

and  
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(ii) the person making the communication reasonably believes it 
to be true.  

 
(3) Each of the following is a “permitted purpose”– 

(a) a communication requesting clarifications or reasonable 
modifications to published statements,  

(b) a communication relating to an offer of amends, and 
(c) a communication relating to a reasonable request of pre-action 

disclosure. 
 

(4) The court may, having regard to the nature of the purposes listed in subsection 
(3) treat any other purpose as a “permitted purpose” if it considers that it is in 
the interest of justice to do so. 

 
(5) In determining whether a communication contains an actionable threat a court 

may have regard to all the circumstances of the case, including the overall 
volume of correspondence relating to it. 

  
7 Remedies  
 

(1) Proceedings in respect of an actionable threat may be brought against the 
person who made the threat.  

 
(2) On such proceedings a court may award any or all of the following remedies– 

(a) a declarator that the threat is unjustified, 
(b) an interdict against the continuance of the threat,  
(c) damages, including damages for anxiety and distress. 

 
8  Professional advisers  
 
(1) Proceedings in respect of an actionable threat may not be brought against a 

professional adviser (or any person vicariously liable for the actions of that 
professional adviser) if the conditions in subsection (3) are met.  

 
(2) In this section “professional adviser” means a person who, in relation to the 

making of the communication containing the threat– 
(a) is acting in a professional capacity in providing legal services, and  
(b) is regulated in the provision of legal services by one or more 

regulatory bodies (whether through membership of a regulatory body, 
the issue of a licence to practise or any other means).  

 
(3) The conditions are that– 

(a) in making the communication the professional adviser is acting on 
the instructions of another person, and 

(b) when the communication is made the professional adviser identifies 
the person on whose instructions the adviser is acting.  

 
(4) This section does not affect any liability of the person on whose instructions 

the professional adviser is acting.  
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(5) It is for a person that subsection (1) applies to prove (if required) that at the 
material time– 

(a) the person was acting as a professional adviser, and  
(b) the conditions in subsection (3) were met.  

 
 
 
Scottish PEN 
13 March 2020 


